
 

CPS Energy 

Environmental Compliance Frequently Asked Questions 

 

1.  Will CPS Energy be responsible for BMPs onsite?  No, CPS Energy shall be listed as a 

subcontractor in the SWP3, and coverage for our work will be verified.  The General Contractor 

will be the primary operator, and will be responsible for BMPs, including inspections. A 

subcontractor agreement form will be signed. 

2. Who will be responsible for reestablishing BMPs when they are damaged by CPS Energy, and 

who received weekly inspection reports when damage occurs?  Our site foreman/contractor 

will be responsible for reestablishing BMPs if they cause the damage, and they will receive the 

inspection report.  They will be trained on this aspect. 

3. What if Customer/developer wants to cover offsite work, but the direction of the line 

extension to provide service has not been established?  The Environmental Requirements 

Checklist will be marked by the customer with the intent that the offsite work will be covered.  

The SWP3 shall have language listing CPS Energy as a subcontractor and that the direction of the 

line extension has not been determined, but will be added to the SWP3 before CPS Energy site 

work begins. 

4. What will be done about ongoing projects?  Only projects with complete applications as of 

January 2, 2014 will follow the current process.  All required forms and drawings, etc. must 

accompany an application in order for it to be considered complete.  All other projects will 

follow the new process. 

5. Vertical Projects? 

This process is applicable to vertical projects. 

6. Letter of Certificate (LOC)? 

The current LOC form will not change. 

7. Can we still meet early with CPS Energy Customer Engineering? 

Yes. 

8. Temporary Service 

The new process is applicable to temporary service installations.  CPS Energy strongly 

recommends that customers submit temporary service requests as early as possible to avoid any 

potential delays. 

9. How will projects on Military bases be handled? 

These projects will be reviewed by CPS Energy Environmental department as they arise. 

10. How will this information be distributed? 

The CPS Energy website will have the updated documents.  Additionally, you may contact any 

area of Customer Engineering via email or phone call.  Contact information is available on the 

CPS Energy website.  



 
11.  Change to CPS Energy Environmental Documentation Requirements.  Under section I. Storm 

Water Pollution Prevention, B. Requirements for Off-site Construction: 

If developer/customer provides copy of SWP3 to CPS Energy no later than at time payment for 

services is made, then there will be no schedule delays. 

12. Will CPS Energy request survey data from USF&WS for every project? 

No, CPS Energy will request for any available survey data from USF&WS on an annual basis. 


